Functional modifications of alamethicin ion channels by substitution of glutamine 7, glycine 11 and proline 14.
Alamethicin is a 20 amino acid, potentially helical peptaibol which forms voltage-dependent ion channels in bilayer systems. Two aspects of alamethicin structure have been suggested to be of particular functional significance for stabilization of alamethicin channels. (i) Proline 14 inducing a helix kink is together with glycine at position 11 responsible for an appropriate orientation of the molecules in the conducting associates. (ii) Glutamine 7 lining the channel interior is assumed to stabilize the channel structure by forming inter-helix hydrogen bonds. The functional importance of these residues was probed in macroscopic and single-channel experiments with alamethicin analogs containing polar, side chain bearing residues at position 11 (glutamine, asparagine) or at position 14 (glutamine). In order to investigate the crucial role of glutamine 7 for the stabilization of channel aggregates, this residue was substituted by alanine. The conformation of the lipid bound peptides was determined by circular dichroism spectroscopy. The results show that glutamine 7, glycine 11 and proline 14 are not essential for channel formation but substitution of any residue reduced the number of conductance levels and significantly reduced their lifetimes. Channel stabilization by the introduction of residues with potential hydrogen bonding capacity at positions 11 and 14 was not observed. Differences in the conformation of the lipid bound peptides, their orientation in the bilayer and their affinity for the lipid membrane appear thus to contribute to the modulation of functional properties.